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Consumer Education is
Key Challenge of
Chip Card Migration

With only a few months to go, players on both sides of payments transactions – financial institutions and
merchants – face challenges as the October 1 liability shift for debit card transactions draws near. At that
time, liability for fraud will shift to the party or parties that are not EMV-compliant.
Quick Action Reduces
Credit Union Fraud Losses
Page 4

Financial institutions that have not yet issued new chip cards to cardholders potentially will be exposed to
greater liability beginning in October until their rollout is complete. For POS transactions, the liability will be
split between the merchant and issuer if the payment terminal is not EMV-compliant; otherwise, the issuer
will assume full liability.
PULSE is ready to help participants on two fronts:
• Enable quick launch of EMV debit card programs by providing a Chip Card Authentication Service
• Educate employees and cardholders about the shift to chip cards
(see page 11)

PULSE PAY® Express
Increases Competition,
Reduces Costs

PULSE Introduces New Brand Identity

Page 6

Earlier this year, PULSE unveiled a new corporate logo and acceptance mark. The rebranding preserves many
elements of PULSE’s original marks while also identifying the network more closely with our parent company,
Discover Financial Services. The new logo and acceptance mark are more contemporary and feature the
familiar Discover orange.

Buzz Points® Strengthens
Cardholder Relationships
Page 8

“PULSE and the debit landscape have both changed considerably over the past 30 plus years, and it was time
for our brand identity to reflect those changes,” said PULSE President Dave Schneider. “At the same time,
millions of cardholders recognize the familiar PULSE logo at the point of sale and on ATMs, so our new look
builds upon our existing strong brand equity.”
												(see page 5)

VIEW FROM THE TOP

Dear PULSE Participant
For more than 30 years, PULSE has focused on helping our participants maximize the
value of debit. The debit landscape has changed significantly since PULSE pioneered
the concept of electronic access to consumer deposit accounts, and we have
continued to evolve in response to those changes. In keeping with that spirit, we
recently concluded that the time was right for us to update our brand identity.

Dave Schneider

“The combined
strength of Discover
and PULSE allows
us to respond to
changes in the
market, regulatory
environment and
technology landscape
that impact
cardholders and our
network participants.”

Earlier this year, PULSE revealed a redesigned corporate logo and acceptance mark.
These new marks are more streamlined and user-friendly, and acknowledge our
affiliation with Discover Financial Services. The introduction of our new brand
identity coincided with the 10th anniversary of Discover’s acquisition of PULSE. In
January 2005, Discover and PULSE joined forces in a move that represented a new
day in electronic payments. For issuers, merchants and consumers, the merger of
our companies produced a stronger, more competitive entity that could deliver a
wider range of debit products and services.
As an example, the combination of PULSE’s debit expertise and Discover’s signature
network capabilities enabled us to develop and launch a new signature debit option,
Discover® Debit. Discover Debit gives financial institutions a real choice in signature
debit, something that was not previously available. The product was recently
endorsed by the American Bankers Association, and it is gaining momentum in
the market as a simple, flexible and secure signature debit alternative that delivers
superior economic value.
The financial strength of Discover has also enabled us to implement state-of-theart technologies, support emerging payments solutions and invest in innovative
products and services. With Discover’s support, we are continuing to expand our
product portfolio and deliver solutions that provide additional value to all our
network participants. In addition to Discover Debit, these include PULSE PAY®
Express, the Buzz Points® loyalty platform, our DebitProtect® fraud detection and
risk mitigation services, and, most recently, support for chip cards and tokenized
transactions.
The combined strength of Discover and PULSE allows us to respond to changes
in the market, regulatory environment and technology landscape that impact
cardholders and our network participants. I have no doubt that our affiliation with
Discover has made us a stronger, more effective payments partner.
Our logo and acceptance mark may have changed, but our commitment to you
remains the same. We are focused on helping you compete and succeed in an
increasingly complex environment by providing a robust suite of debit network
solutions and superior customer service, delivered by the best debit team in the
business.
As always, thank you for your continued support of PULSE.
Sincerely,

Dave Schneider									
President
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PROFESSIONAL DE VELOPMENT

PULSE InSights® Webinars Highlight Marketing 		
Best Practices for Financial Institutions
The PULSE InSights consultancy service has
developed a variety of best practices to
help financial institutions analyze their
debit portfolio data and gain insights into
more effective ways to boost revenue and
increase account holder satisfaction.
In addition to providing customized
consulting, PULSE InSights also 		
offers valuable information through
complimentary PULSE Academy® webinars.
The webinars feature topics that are
relevant to driving debit penetration,
activation, usage and revenue.
The first PULSE InSights webinar, held when
the service launched, focused on how to
best use customer data to encourage debit
card usage. The overview included

techniques and tools to harness debit
portfolio data, methods to segment
cardholders and allocate marketing dollars,
and ideas for usage campaigns.
The second webinar in the PULSE InSights
series, held April 28, addressed key activities
necessary for financial institutions to
develop a customer-centric culture. The
session included a case study that
illustrated how to better know, hear and
help your customers.
The most recent PULSE InSights webinar,
hosted on May 5, focused on EMV best
practices for cardholder communications.
The webinar provided an overview of how
financial institutions can work with their

cardholders to better understand EMV
card use.
As the year progresses, we will offer
additional PULSE InSights webinars as a
value-added service to our participants.
By taking advantage of our educational
sessions, you have an opportunity to learn
about and apply best practices to grow
your business.
To replay PULSE InSights webinars or any
other PULSE Academy sessions, go to
pulsenetwork.com/knowledge. If you
have any questions, or would like to be
added to our webinar invitation list, please
email Melissa Voelkner at melissavoelkner@
pulsenetwork.com.

Coming Soon

The 10th Edition of the Debit Issuer Study

Comissioned by PULSE

The biggest changes we’ve seen over the past 10 years

Share of transaction mix1

Dollar volume of debit transactions1

Monthly transactions per
active debit card

Average ticket size

Monthly ATM withdrawals
per active debit card

2005

2 015

Debit, including prepaid, accounted
for 28% of transactions, surpassing
credit for the first time

Debit and prepaid account for 56%
of U.S. transactions, compared
to 26% for credit
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$1.8

16
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$40

$37

3.4

2
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Trillion

Trillion

1. Federal Reserve
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“I was impressed with how quickly PULSE Fraud Operations responded to our
situation, especially over a weekend. The team’s quick action allowed us to
implement fraud strategy rules that prevented further fraud losses from the
incident. And now we have the tools to better deal with future fraud.”
Dan L. Gann, CEO
Diebold Federal Credit Union

Quick Action Reduces Credit Union Fraud Losses
DebitProtect® Authorization Blocking Provides Customized Tools
When suspicious, high-value signature
debit transactions in South Africa suddenly
spiked one Saturday morning, Diebold
Federal Credit Union turned to PULSE
for some quick action. By the next day,
PULSE had signed Canton, Ohio-based
Diebold up for DebitProtect® Authorization
Blocking and was ready to provide user
training. Once Diebold implemented the
appropriate rules, thousands of dollars in
potentially fraudulent transactions were
blocked.
This case study is a prime example of how
PULSE’s fraud mitigation professionals can
work together with financial institutions
to help them protect themselves, while
providing superior customer service to
cardholders.
“I was impressed with how quickly PULSE
Fraud Operations responded to our
situation, especially over a weekend,” said
Dan L. Gann, Diebold’s CEO. “The team’s
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quick action allowed us to implement fraud
strategy rules that prevented further fraud
losses from the incident. And now we have
the tools to better deal with future fraud.”
“Once Diebold alerted us to this fraud
on Saturday, our Sales and Account
Management team worked with the credit
union to get an addendum for Authorization
Blocking,” said Ed O’Neill, Vice President of
Fraud and Risk Management at PULSE. “By
Sunday morning, Fraud Operations was
implementing an emergency change to
direct transactions through DebitProtect’s
real-time blocking services.”
With DebitProtect Authorization Blocking,
Diebold now can quickly add and delete
customized rules as needed to address
fraud patterns. Instead of blocking
transactions within an entire country or
merchant category, it can more narrowly
target blocking, minimizing the impact on
legitimate purchases.
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After the initial fraud event, PULSE’s
DebitProtect team continued to provide
one-on-one fraud consultation. This helped
Diebold review its ongoing fraud trends,
manage rule performance and receive
metrics on a daily basis in order to monitor
the impact of the rules it established.
“We continue to benefit from the
combination of system accessibility, userfriendly screens, in-depth fraud business
intelligence and PULSE’s consultation
services,” said Gann.
For more information about how PULSE can
help your financial institution lower fraud
losses while reducing the inconvenience of
fraud to cardholders, contact your Account
Executive.
Connect with Us
PULSE Account Executive
800-420-2122/877-247-8573
pulsenetwork.com/fraud

PULSE Introduces 		
New Brand Identity
(from page 1)

The modern design of our new brand
identity also parallels PULSE’s evolution. In
recent years, PULSE has grown beyond PIN
debit to support the processing of the full
range of cardholder verification methods
(CVMs), including PINless Bill Pay, Internet
PIN Debit, signature, no-signature and
no-CVM transactions in both single- and
dual-message environments. PULSE also
has worked to advance new technologies
such as mobile payments, EMV chip cards
and tokenization.
As part of the launch of our new brand
identity, we have updated our website,
incorporated the new logo into our
business communications such as
letterhead, business cards and sales
materials, developed new trade show
booth graphics and revised our building
signage.
There are no hard deadlines by which
materials must be changed. Participants
can use existing stock and convert to the
new logo as they reissue cards and update
signage at their convenience, thus avoiding

PULSE Acceptance Mark Versions
North America/Caribbean Acceptance Mark

any added expense. We do not want our
new logo and acceptance mark to create a
financial burden on our participants.
For more information, visit the PULSE
website at pulsenetwork.com. The
acceptance mark, as well as the Graphics
Standards Manual, can be downloaded from
the website.
PULSE also has introduced a new PULSE
Select®/MoneyPass® logo and acceptance
mark for this surcharge-free ATM service,
which is available for use and display. When
a participant’s current inventory of terminal
signage and other printed materials
displaying the old logo or mark has been
depleted, all new printed materials and
terminal signage should display the new
PULSE Select/MoneyPass logo or acceptance
mark. For more information, go to
pulsenetwork.com/pulseselect.
If you have any questions about the new
logo or acceptance mark, please contact
your Account Executive or call 877-247-8573.
To order PULSE ATM decals, email Lynda
Goudreau at lgoudreau@pulsenetwork.com.
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International Acceptance Mark

Downloadable versions of the PULSE
acceptance marks are available at 		
pulsenetwork.com/mark.
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PULSE PAY® Express Increases
Competition, Reduces Costs
Issuer Participation Required as of October 1, 2015

PULSE financial institution participants
may have noticed a substantial increase in
the number of PULSE PAY® Express (PPE)
transactions reported on their PULSE Debit
Dashboard® interface. This growth is the
result of some of the country’s largest retail
and fast food chains implementing the
service in the past few months.
PPE is a PINless (no verification) and
signature debit routing alternative. Both
merchants and issuers benefit from the
superior net economics PPE provides, as
well as from the increased competition
the new routing option creates.

PPE is available to any card that participates
in PULSE, with no reissuance required. It
doesn’t matter which brand is on a debit
card – the transaction will work with PPE
as long as cash back is not requested
and your institution’s issuer processor has
performed the required certification.
“It’s important to understand that PULSE
is not seeking to convert PIN debit
transactions to PINless debit with PULSE
PAY Express. We have simply opened up

“Traditional distinctions between PIN and
signature debit networks are blurring,
and the industry is rethinking how debit
transactions are handled,” said Judith
McGuire, PULSE Executive Vice President,
Product Management. “PULSE PAY Express
is part of an ongoing industry trend toward
the convergence of PIN and signature
processing.”
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a new routing pathway for transactions that
otherwise would be processed by signature
networks,” said McGuire. “We believe that,
by championing choice and competition
in this way, we can deliver the best value to
both financial institutions and merchants.”
Low Risk Profile
Currently, PPE transactions are PINless and
for $50 or less – a trend that is expected to
continue through this year. Merchants in
the immediate pipeline for participation

are in the quick-service restaurant, grocery
and other low-fraud categories.
“Before introducing PPE in 2013, we
analyzed the fraud profile of the new
transaction type and anticipated no
increase in fraud upon introduction of
PPE,” said Russell Brown, PULSE Data Fraud
Business Intelligence Analyst. “We have now
confirmed that fraud has not increased as
a result of utilizing the new PINless debit
transaction.”
In the first 90 days of 2015, PPE transaction
volume grew 1,300 percent, while fraud
increased 0.01 percent. PPE transactions do
not pose an increased fraud risk as long as
they continue to be treated like signature
transactions in terms of fraud mitigation.
Treat It Like Signature
Financial institutions should implement the
same best practices they currently use for
signature debit with PPE to help to hold the
line on fraud. These include:
• Transaction monitoring
• Card validation controls
• Stand-in limits
• Card validation controls in stand-in
Another best practice is to route these
transactions through existing fraud
detection services. PULSE can help with
PULSE DebitProtect® Fraud Mitigation
Services. DebitProtect will monitor PPE
transactions and provide real-time fraud
detection, fraud alerts and real-time
transaction blocking.

As the convergence of debit continues,
issuers need to make informed decisions
about the handling of debit transactions
to ensure the best cardholder experience.
For example, applying rewards and fees
in a consistent manner across all debit
transactions rather than differentiating
based on the network source, will result in
the best cardholder experience.

Debit News
Minute

“Cardholders don’t distinguish between
different types of debit; they just want to
use their card for their purchase and be
on their way. And they want to feel secure
when they use their debit cards,” said
McGuire.

More than half of U.S. adults bought a
prepaid debit card last year, with even
higher rates among young adults and
mobile device users, according to a
recent Mercator Advisory Group survey.
The study, Consumers and Prepaid Debit:
Rising Use, Especially by Mobile, reports
that 56 percent of adults purchased some
type of prepaid card, including two-thirds
of smartphone owners.

Participation Required
As announced in April, mandatory issuer
participation in PPE – originally scheduled
to take effect April 15, 2015 – has been
postponed to October 1, 2015. PULSE
encourages financial institutions that are
not already utilizing the transaction to
contact their processor to ensure they are
able to benefit from PPE prior to that date.
For more information about PULSE PAY
Express, the PULSE Debit Dashboard or
PULSE DebitProtect, contact your Account
Executive.
Connect with Us
PULSE Account Executive
800-420-2122/877-247-8573
pulsenetwork.com/analytics

Prepaid Debit Popular With
Young and Mobile Savvy
Mercator Advisory Group

General purpose reloadable cards and
general purpose non-reloadable gift
cards are the fastest growing segments
of the prepaid market, according to
Mercator. Prepaid debit use among
high-income earners also is rising. Even if
they have a checking account, many U.S.
consumers are attracted to prepaid cards
as a money management tool.

Consumers Still Hesitant About
Mobile Payments
TheStreet.com
Although some consumers have dabbled
in mobile payments, few have become
regular users, according to a recent
survey. Forty percent of consumers
have used their smartphones for in-store
payments, but only 10 percent do so
more than once a month. Young
consumers (aged 18 to 24) were most
likely to use mobile payments more
frequently. The most common reason
cited for not using mobile payments
was the perceived lack of a convenience.
Security concerns and the lack of
retailers supporting mobile payments
also were factors.
“There are lots of arguments that the
card swipe isn’t broken and that’s why
it’s been so hard for people to adopt
mobile payments,” former Google
payments executive Peggy Mangot told
TheStreet.com, but added that adoption
will pick up speed as major players enter
the mobile payments space.
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Strategic Use of Buzz Points®
Strengthens Cardholder Relationships

said Dwayne Spradlin, CEO of Buzz Points.
“These creative uses of Buzz Points prove
the power of integrating rewards deeply
and strategically into the fabric of financial
institution marketing programs.”
Banks and credit unions are finding new
and creative ways to integrate PULSE Buzz
Points into their marketing efforts. Aside
from valuable intangibles such as building
relationships with both cardholders and
local merchants, financial institutions
also are realizing the business benefits
of the program including growing their
customer base.

Nearly two years after its initial rollout,
PULSE® Buzz PointsTM is proving to be a
valuable tool used by PULSE financial
institution participants to strengthen
cardholder loyalty while also encouraging
customers to support merchants in their
local community. Financial institutions are
using the innovative rewards program,
which uses offers from merchants to
incentivize debit card transactions, to
cross-sell high-value programs, create
engagement opportunities and build
account-holder relationships.
One example is Fort Community Credit
Union in Fort Atkinson, Wis., which offered
bonus points to cardholders who applied
and were accepted for an auto loan. During
the 48-hour special promotion, 63 loans
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were closed, generating more than $23,000
in interest revenue.
Similarly, a recent Cadence Bank marketing
campaign sought to deepen the bank’s
relationships with current customers.
Cadence targeted account holders who
had a single checking account and
offered rewards as an incentive
for opening an additional
account. During the one-month
campaign, nearly 1,400 Cadence
customers opened a second
account.
“We continue to build upon
the success we’ve experienced
during our first two years with
merchant-centered rewards
to encourage debit card use,”
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Merchants also can benefit from
integrating the Buzz Points platform into
their marketing program. Buzz Points
can help local merchants increase sales
and customer loyalty with customizable
incentives, be more competitive with
national chains and elevate their marketing
beyond traditional advertising.
To learn more about how PULSE Buzz
Points can help you achieve your business
objectives, contact your Account Executive
or call 877-247-8573. You also can visit
buzzpoints.com.

New Online Tool Helps Simplify 						
Conversion to Discover® Debit
PULSE is launching a new online resource
that simplifies the process of rolling out
the Discover Debit signature debit card.
The Discover Debit Marketing Hub saves
time and helps simplify the card reissuance
process by offering everything a financial
institution needs to promote their card
program in one convenient place.
The Discover Debit Marketing Hub
approaches the debit card reissuance
process in three phases:
• Pre-launch – Creating the card and
preparing materials
• Launch – Educating cardholders and
employees about the program
• Post-launch – Continuing to build
buzz and excitement
“Based on historical data, as well as our
own experience assisting issuers with
their Discover Debit conversions, there are
certain steps and specific materials that we
know will work in the marketplace,” said
Jennifer Lewis, Discover Debit Marketing
Manager. “Financial institutions can
use the Discover Debit
Marketing Hub to leverage
best practices and avoid
having to recreate the
wheel. It’s as simple as
click, create, order.”

Toolkit – Issuers are guided step-by-step
through the reissuance process, including
access to a reference guide and downloadable PULSE-recommended best
practices documentation.
Discover Debit Card Design – Issuers can
select from more than 85 unique templates
to design a completely customized card for
consumer or business cardholders. Best of
all, your brand can be front and center. It’s
your choice to put the Discover logo on the
front or on the back of your card.
Employee Pilot Materials – Issuers
can customize existing templates with
their card art, colors, logo and taglines.
Templates encompass emails, fact sheets,
employee FAQs and training presentations
to educate employees about the debit
program conversion.

branch locations, sales presentations,
buckslips, templates for email promotions,
web banners and landing pages.
“The Marketing Hub is a great way for
us to share best practices. I can see this
program expanding and growing beyond
supporting Discover Debit reissuance,” said
Lewis. “We are building a model for how
PULSE will be able to add value for financial
institutions that lack their own marketing
resources by providing customizable
marketing campaigns that take their debit
programs to the next level.”
For more information about the new
Discover Debit Marketing Hub, contact your
Account Executive or call 877-247-8573.

Cardholder Reissue Materials – Issuers
can build their own customized marketing
program from pre- to post-launch. This
includes direct mail pieces, posters for

Prior to the rollout, the
Marketing Hub was
tested by Old Second
Bank, which provided
helpful feedback
that strengthened
the online tool and
improved the user
experience. Issuers
can select from the
following:
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Debit Card Fraud Strategies Maturing
For many in the U.S. – consumers, financial
institutions and merchants alike – 2014
could easily be dubbed the “Year of the
Hacker” due to the number of significant
data breaches across the country. It seemed
like fraudsters targeting high-profile
retailers made the news on almost a daily
basis. And, it has been costly for both
merchants and card issuers. In addition
to the cost of the fraud itself, financial
institutions were compelled to replace
millions of cards after the compromise
of debit and credit card data.
PULSE’s Fraud Trends Report, a quarterly
in-depth review of recent fraud trends
experienced by issuers on the PULSE
network, confirms the magnitude of the
breaches and reveals much greater detail
about the growing sophistication and
maturity of fraudsters. Russell Brown,
Senior Manager, Operations Analytics and
Intelligence for PULSE, says that fraudsters
are becoming better organized. Formalizing
their collaboration has multiplied both the
speed and effectiveness of their collective
criminal efforts.
“Hackers get the data, pass it along to
another person or organization to run test
programs to get an accuracy rating and
then bucket the card information into BINs
and zip codes,” Brown said during a recent
PULSE Fraud Trends webinar. “People buy
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the information, and we then see almost
immediate card probing, followed by
high-dollar fraudulent transactions.”
Financial institutions can be more
successful in fighting debit fraud by
knowing their cardholder usage patterns
and putting appropriate rules into place,
he added.
For example, fraud data shows a large
amount of ATM activity followed quickly
by PIN point-of-sale purchases in some
geographic areas. Brown said it is evident
that the fraudsters are confirming the
card PIN through ATM withdrawals. Then,
once the daily ATM withdrawal limit is met,
fraudsters move on and make purchases
with cash back.
Financial institutions can fight this type
of fraud by establishing rules to decline
large PIN POS transactions after ATM
attempts. Alternatively, they can limit cash
back transactions that follow large ATM
withdrawals.
“The jump in news media attention after
last year’s large data breaches is a doubleedged sword,” said Brown. While it is good
for reinforcing cardholder protection and
increases the vigilance of cardholders, news
coverage also helps fraudsters publicize
their stolen data to potential buyers.
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Financial institution participants can
access the 2014 Fraud Trends Report
online through the DebitProtect® fraud
forum message board on the PULSE
website. In addition, a recorded version
of the recent webinar is available at
pulsenetwork.com/knowledge/
webinars-webcasts.html.

“Financial institutions
can be more successful
in fighting debit fraud by
knowing their cardholder
usage patterns and putting
appropriate rules into
place.”
Russell Brown, Senior Manager,
Operations Analytics and Intelligence
for PULSE

Consumer Education is Key
Challenge of Chip Card Migration
(from page 1)

Merchant and
Acquirer Chip
Card Resources
A survey from Fiserv suggests that the
latter challenge of education needs more
attention. The survey, conducted in October
2014, found that half of cardholders had
never heard of a chip card or EMV.
While the level of awareness among
cardholders may be slightly higher now, it
points to the overall lack of understanding
among consumers. Serving as an
informational resource about chip cards is
a good opportunity for financial institutions
and merchants to build deeper relationships
with customers. The key is to be prepared
to educate and answer questions.
Educational Resources
Merchant check-out lines and the
call centers and branches of financial
institutions will be the front lines in the
chip card education process. Discover and
PULSE are providing information to help
prepare consumer-facing employees for
likely questions and concerns.
“We have put a wealth of information
on our Debit Resource Center (DRC) to
support financial institutions migrating
to the new chip cards,” said Steve Sievert,
Executive Vice President of Marketing and
Communications with PULSE. “The DRC
is easily accessed from the home page
of pulsenetwork.com. There, you will
find educational resources for financial
institution staff, as well as materials to use
with cardholders. We are providing sample
design and copy for brochures or statement
inserts that explain the migration.”
Participants that prefer to prepare their
own consumer educational materials can
use the sample messaging and fact sheets
as source material.

PULSE also has developed a consumer
video explaining how to conduct
transactions at EMV-enabled POS
terminals and ATMs. The video is available
for download and use on participants’
websites.
See the story to the right for more
information on Discover’s resources 		
for merchants and acquirers.
“The idea is to make it easy for participants
to better educate consumers about the
new technology, which benefits everyone
involved,” said Sievert.
EMV Card Issuance
The 2014 Debit Issuer Study, commissioned
by PULSE, found that most financial
institutions plan to begin issuing chip
cards in 2015. Through our Chip Card
Authentication Service, PULSE can validate
each transaction’s unique data on your
behalf and suppress the EMV data before
sending the transaction to the issuer
processor in a format similar to magneticstripe card transactions today.
Your Account Executive or Strategic
Merchant Relations representative can
provide more information about how
PULSE can support your migration to a
chip card program.
Connect with Us
PULSE Account Executive
800-420-2122/877-247-8573
Debit Resource Center
pulsenetwork.com/knowledge/		
drc-emv-chip-cards
YouTube Video
youtube.com/user/PULSEisDebit
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Merchants and acquirer processors face
their own hurdles in the transition to
EMV technology. In addition to consumer
education and the cost of replacing POS
terminals with EMV-capable models,
Regulation II poses unique challenges
for the U.S. debit environment.
It is important that acquirer processors
are able to support the Common AIDs for
all debit card brands. Without this, only
the proprietary AID on a card would be
read, and the debit transaction could
only route to the brand on the front of
the card.
Discover offers materials for acquirer
processors, including end-to-end
certification guidelines, on its EMV
Resource Center. The Debit Network
Alliance also offers a free white paper,
U.S. EMV Implementation Guidelines
for POS Acquirers, on its website 		
debitnetworkalliance.com.
Discover’s EMV Resource Center also
provides an array of materials for
merchants about the transition to chip
cards and EMV-capable terminals,
including:
• Step-by-step guidelines on planning
your move to EMV
• Details on the fraud liability shift
• A Merchant EMV Resource Guide
Connect with Us		
Discover EMV Resource Center 		
discovernetwork.com/chip-card/
merchants
Strategic Merchant Relations
matthewobeirne@pulsenetwork. com or
dougjenkins@pulsenetwork.com
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60 SECONDS WITH…
Mike Urquizu
Executive Vice President, Sales and Account Management
Long-time members of the PULSE Sales
Management Team, Leah Henderson and
Denise Stigge, retired in February after
extensive and very successful careers
at PULSE. Both Leah and Denise were
instrumental in the growth of our company
and in helping establish PULSE as a leading
debit and ATM network.
Leah joined PULSE in 1990 as a Network
Adjustment Coordinator, but it soon
became apparent that her true calling
was in Sales. She ascended to leadership
of Sales and Account Management as
Executive Vice President in 2003.
Leah not only established effective
relationships with many of our participants,

she also built an outstanding Sales team.
In addition, she was a champion and role
model for what differentiates us in the
industry – our passionate commitment to
outstanding customer service.
Throughout her 25-year career at PULSE,
Leah’s leadership, integrity, strong work
ethic and tenacity greatly influenced the
strategic direction of our organization.
Denise joined PULSE in 1997 as part of the
Gulfnet acquisition and soon earned a
reputation as a consummate professional
and “Queen of the Associations.” As Sales
Vice President and liaison with numerous
bank associations and credit union leagues,
she oversaw PULSE’s presence at hundreds

of trade shows and established numerous
endorsement deals driving incremental
business to PULSE.
More recently, Denise took on an expanded
role overseeing Strategic Sales Support and
Sales Operations. She also was instrumental
in securing the American Bankers
Association Discover Debit endorsement.
Leah and Denise have contributed greatly
to PULSE’s success over the years. We wish
them the very best in this next chapter of
their lives.

IN CLOSING
PULSE Volunteers Help Students Learn Financial Skills
Teaching young people basic budgeting
and money management skills is essential
to helping them make informed financial
decisions. In April, PULSE employees
volunteered through Junior Achievement’s
Finance Park to help students from Bush
High School acquire the necessary financial
skills needed for a successful future.
Finance Park offers high school students a
number of hands-on, real world activities
focused on money management, taxes and
All debit all the time SM
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investing. Volunteers assisted the students
in making budget decisions and discussed
the financial impacts of education, career
selections and other life choices.
PULSE believes that giving back to our
communities and contributing to financial
literacy are an important part of being a
good corporate citizen. The students who
participated learned valuable business
lessons and our employees felt rewarded
by serving as mentors.
pulsenetwork.com

